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Summary

•Statistics are not always used reliably

•Problems with mainstream media reporting of 
statistics

•Making stats communication more trustworthy

•Countering misinformation



Statistics and contested science

2016
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Measles in Europe



Numbers are often used to 
persuade rather than inform



Making numbers look large or 
small



Making numbers look large or 
small



‘Fake news’ is not a helpful term
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thanks to Liz Gerard



•Not enough acknowledgment of the stage of the 
scientific process 

•Too much notice is taken of 
• single studies
• change from a previous period of a single statistic such as 

unemployment or crime  

•Medical treatments have harms and benefits, and are 
rarely either wonderful or awful

•Uncertainty is ignored

•Exaggerated and misleading headlines   

The usual grumbles



The perils of the press release …



• abstract:
• We observed consistent associations between 

higher socio-economic position and higher risk of 
glioma

• press release 
• High levels of education linked to heightened 

brain tumour risk

• Daily Mirror…





But sometimes helpful …





Is there no safe level of drinking?

“Our results show that the safest level of 
drinking is none.”

Lancet, August 2018



So what did they find for light drinking?

Lancet Press release

• …drinking one alcoholic drink a day increases the annual 
risk of developing one of the 23 alcohol-related health 
problems by 0.5%, compared with not drinking at all

• … from 914 people in 100,000 non-drinkers to 918 in 
100,000 for people who consume one alcoholic drink a 
day”

• These expected frequencies are not in the paper

• The Lancet Press office had to get them from the authors

• Lancet Guidelines: “For risk changes or effect sizes, give 
absolute values rather than relative changes”



Putting things in perspective - 1

• This means 25,000 people, having one drink a day for a year, 
gives rise to one extra serious health event

• New unit? Number Needed to Drink (NND)



Putting things in perspective - 2

• One 10g drink a day is 3.65 kg of alcohol a year

• Equivalent to 16  x  70cl 40% ABV bottles of gin a year

• For 25,000 people, this is 400,000 bottles of gin to get one 
serious health event



• Not even confident there is harm at 
one drink

• Claim of harm is neither practically 
nor statistically significant 

What about uncertainty?



‘Expected frequencies’ are 
now in UK GCSE Maths
syllabus: 



23rd January 
2017

Acrylamide 
(again)



22nd January 
2017



•“adults with the highest consumption of 
acrylamide could consume 160 times as 
much and still only be at a level that 
toxicologists think unlikely to cause 
tumours in mice”

•that’s at least 160 slices of burnt toast a 
day





23rd January 
2017
11.15



A word about risks
• Just because a lot of something is harmful, does 

not mean that a little bit is worth worrying 
about

• Hans Rosling: we must distinguish what is 
frightening from what is dangerous.



‘Manipulative’ communication

•Often not the fault of journalists

•So who can we trust?



Onora-O’Neill again..

•Organisations should not be aiming to 
‘increase trust’

•Rather, aim to demonstrate trustworthiness

•Need intelligent openness about  
information

•accessible
• intelligible
•useable
•assessable





Part of demonstrating trustworthiness..

•is admitting uncertainty

•But can we communicate uncertainty about 
facts, numbers and science, without losing 
trust and credibility?



Uncertainty about statistics
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Uncertainty about statistics



February 2018 
Inflation report
• ONS do not provide ‘error’ 

on GDP



Randomised trial of communicating 
uncertainty about numbers
• Topics: 

• Number unemployed, 
• Tigers in India, 
• Global temperature change 

• Format: 
• Estimate
• Range
• Verbal qualifier, 

• Trust/credibility:  in number and source

• Design: Online panel, between-person, 1126 participants







Migration statistics are highly 
political, but uncertain 

Our best assessment shows around 280,000 
more people coming to the UK than leaving 
in 2017



February 
2018
report



UK migration
report
November
2018

Only visualises
sampling error

Quality issues as 
verbal caveats







Trustworthy communication of statistics

• Intelligent openness: accessible, intelligible, 
useable, assessable  
•Be confident about uncertainty
•Listen to audiences, and test all outputs
•Vigorously pre-empt misunderstandings
• ‘Star-ratings’ for underlying quality of evidence?
•Work closely with communication professionals 
and journalists



Countering misinformation / anti-science

•Not a simple or new problem
•Not just a matter of ‘putting people right’

(although backfire effect has been 
exaggerated)
•Some will be unreachable
•Pre-emptive ‘innoculation’
•’Experts’ need to demonstrate trustworthiness
•Educate to ‘call out’



Training people to question claims











•Need more ‘outgoing’ statisticians taking an 
active role in public life and media

•Some statistics agencies trying to make this 
transition

•ONS Digital, named ‘Statistician’s comment’

•Royal Statistical Society now has 30 ’statistical 
ambassadors’

Statisticians going from introvert to extravert



When communication goes wrong..





Book cover
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2010

How often do (opposite sex) couples report 
having sex?





When I said all this in a talk….




















